Ralph Alessi Baida Quartet
Technical Rider
The attached rider is intended to provide information for prospective
promoters and buyers.
This rider is subject to change. Please email management if the attached rider
is not indicative of the specific ensemble configuration you are looking for.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact your territorial agent.
We thank you for your attention.
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music stands
music stand lights (if the concert area is dark)
stage monitors
towels
water bottles

Ralph Alessi (trumpet)
2 bottle of water and a towel at the stage
AKG414, NeumawnTLM170 microphones preferred
Gary Versace (piano)
An acoustic grand piano tuned of the performance day
A 7' yamaha or steinway or larger preferred
Nasheet Waits (drums)
- 1 professional drum kit:
Prefer Gretsch, Yamaha, Sonor, Pearl brands
with coated ambassador heads
Snare drum (no piccolo snare)
8 x 12 inch tom
9 x 13 inch tom
14 x 14 inch floor tom (floor tom should use 3 leg hardware, not as an
attachment to cymbal hardware stand)
14 x 18 or 14 x 20 inch bass drum (please, no larger than 20" bass drum!!)
- Absolutely no hole in the bass drum head!
Bass drum pedal
4 cymbal stands
Hi-hat stand
Snare drum stand
Throne (seat)
Area floor rug for drum kit
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Drew Gress - double bass
A carved wood bass
- Either 3/4 or 7/8 size (NOT 4/4 size), with steel strings, adjustable bridge,
and pickup (or
other means of amplification. ie, microphone system).
Amplifier:
- a self-contained amplifier, OR an amplifier head and speaker combination
**attention: Drew does not travel with his own amplifier head.
1st choice: AER amplifiers.
2nd choice: Ampeg or Polytone Brute (NOT the Mini-Brute)
3rd choice: Ampeg, Eden, SWR, Mesa-Boogie, or any professional quality
amplifier with EQ
possibilities
**attention: NO Gallien-Krueger amplifiers
Speakers:
specifically A cabinet containing JBL, Hartke, Eden, Bose, or
Electro-Voice speakers is preferred.
A cabinet w/ 2 12” speakers is ideal, but any cabinet is
acceptable as long as it does not have 15”
speakers within. These are too large for the acoustic bass.

Food request (if applicable)
- Ralph Alessi / Gary Versace fish & vegetarian
- Nasheet Waits no pork
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